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You may know a walk-in. You may even be one. They are high-minded entities permitted to take over the bodies of human beings who wish to depart this life. Their mission is to lead us into an astonishing new age. They are walk-ins, and there are tens of thousands of them on this planet.

From the Publisher
My mother turned me on to Ruth Montgomery's books while I was a teenager. In each successive book, she takes on another, seemingly more esoteric paranormal subject. We've all heard about reincarnation, but I had never heard of Walk-Ins until I read Strangers Among Us. I got goosebumps when I first read about these enlightened beings who are allowed to take over the body of a person who desires to depart their life. The Walk-In bypasses the childhood and growing up years, by entering an adult body (with permission of course) and rapidly helps to help others help themselves. Montgomery claims that renowned leaders such as Ghandi, Lincoln and Benjamin Franklin were Walk-Ins, as are tens of thousands of nonfamous people working quietly to lead us into a New Age.
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By A Customer

I believe in UFO's and even think there is something to Ghosts - but the idea of Walk-ins is going to take some acceptance - but I'm getting there. Thankfully over 90% of the predictions for the last twenty years have not yet happened. What this book really needs is substantive evidence with reasoned support for the theories put forward. There is nothing to convince you to believe unless you want to. As fact/fiction it is gripping - well worth a read.
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